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Why switch to Tuba? 
This question will most likely be the favorite one asked by your prospective switcher 

to tuba.  The answers are fairly simple indeed: 

♦ Tubas are the “heart” of  a dark sound. 
♦ The balance of  any band starts with the tuba. 
♦ Tuba does not require you to play in the extreme range of  your instru- 

ment. 
♦ You already know how to “buzz” a mouthpiece. 
♦ The school provides the instrument (save money). 
♦ You can make a difference on the tuba (too many trumpet players to 

begin with—you can be a STAR!). 
♦ The fingering system on tuba is the same as trumpet except you get to 

use a 4th valve on a tuba (trumpets only have 3). 

The tuba is the “heart” of  the bands sound. 
Everyone knows that the sound of  your band comes from the low brass.  If  you do 

not have good low brass then your ensemble will not have the dark velvet sound that 

you are looking for.  I refer to this sound as the “heart” of  the ensemble.  I have also 

called this the “Midwest” sound.  The “Midwest” sound is the sound I hear every 

December in Chicago, Illinois as the bands warm-up on stage.  All of  my students 

know what this is because of  the recordings I play for them.  I have heard many 

band directors say “fit your sound inside the tuba sound”.  This is done easier with 

good quality tubas, both in number and ability.
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Least amount of 
volume 

The balance of  any band starts with the tuba. 
To often today bands are not balanced well.  I have been to several contests and festi- 

vals where there are twenty-three trumpets and only one tuba.  I have even seen 

some bands that do not have ANY tubas.  This is a crucial reason to switch some of 

your trumpets to tuba.  Jeff  Bianchi, a well respected band director in Virginia, and a 

guest lecturer at the annual American Band College (ABC)  Masters program said 

that he had four tubas in ensemble of  only 74 students (page 47 of  the Jeff  Bianchi 

handouts, 2005 ABC sessions).  In this ensemble of  74 there were only 10 total 

trumpets and 4 tubas.  I have also heard that for every 5 trumpets you should have at 

least one tuba.  Francis McBeth, one of  today’s leading band composers, talks about 

the importance of  the tuba in band.  He believes the lower the range of  the instru- 

ment, the louder it needs to be.  By bringing out  the lower instruments, the ensem- 

ble will obtain a darker and more flattering sound.  This is particularly important in 

the band because a dark sound is so desirable.  The band is similar to the organ, 

where sets of  pipes possessing different qualities of  sound are blended together to 

formulate the tone.  During the 2003 ABC session I had the pleasure to sit in a band 

conducted by Francis McBeth and remember his comments on what a balanced 

band should sound like.  I often give this example in my bands: 

Oboe 
Le  Flute 

1st Clarinet 
1st Trumpet 

French Horn, Alto Sax, Alto Clarinet 
2nd & 3rd Clarinet, 2nd & 3rd Trumpet 

Trombone, Euphonium, Tenor Sax, Bassoon 

Tuba, Baritone Sax, Bass Clarinet, String Bass 

Most volume
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Tuba does not require you to play in the extreme range. 
One the best reasons for switching from trumpet to tuba is that you will not be 

asked to play in the extreme ranges of  your instrument.  If  you have trouble playing 

the high notes on trumpet you will be asked to endure the pain or the mental anguish 

trying to make this happen.  Very rarely are you asked as a tuba player to play outside 

of  the normal ranges of  the instrument.  This should make playing the tuba less 

stressful and more fun than playing trumpet. 

You already know how to “buzz” a mouthpiece. 
If  you are a switcher from a brass instrument you already know how to buzz the 

mouthpiece. Because you already know how to buzz the mouthpiece you will have a 

faster learning curve on tuba.  Often the buzzing of  the mouthpiece is often one of 

the harder concepts students have to accomplish.  Because of  your background on 

trumpet you will be playing tuba within the first couple days. There are some definite 

differences in embouchure, but we will discuss this later in the book. 

The school provides the instrument (save money). 
Because the school owns a good stock of  tubas you and your parents can save sub- 

stantial money if  you switch to tuba.  The school corporation has been very gener- 

ous to us in the past 10 years and bought some of  the finest tubas on the market to- 

day.  A good tuba will cost as much as 4 to 5 times the cost of  a good trumpet.  The 

High School currently owns 5 Sanders tubas (4-valve) and 6 King sousaphones.
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The school will furnish you with a great instrument for only a fraction of  what you 

would pay to own the same quality trumpet.  The school will even furnish you with 

a practice tuba (3/4 size) for you to practice with at home.  All you will need to 

carry back in forth is your mouthpiece.  This also combats the problem of  having 

to take your instrument on the bus with you.  With your mouthpiece pouch all you 

need is to pick up your music and off  you go. 

You can make a difference on the Tuba!! 
Since there are so many trumpets in the band already why not become a star on the 

tuba?  Here is the opportunity to really make a difference in the band!  Why not in- 

crease your odds of  making the all-state band, all-region band, and best of  all get- 

ting a scholarship to college.  Let’s face it, trumpets are a dime a dozen!  There are 

so many trumpets that becoming one of  the elite might be hard task.  That is not to 

say that there are not all-star tuba players, just not as many as trumpets.  I know for 

a fact that many of  our talented tuba players from the past have sat very high in the 

honor bands around the state of  Indiana.  We have even had some players get 

scholarships to major universities.  The odds are in your favor that you will not have 

to compete with as many people for the honor groups and scholarship money 

when you play tuba. 

The fingering system on tuba is the same as trumpet ex- 

cept you get to use a 4th valve on a Tuba (Trumpets only 

have 3). 
This is true!  All brass instruments that use valves have the same fingering system. 

Because of  the overtone series all brass instruments have the same valve combina- 

tions.  We will discuss this more in-depth later in the book when we look at a tuba
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fingering chart.  One of  the other cool things about tuba is the use of  the 4th valve. 

The 4th valve can be used when depressing  the 1st, 2nd, and 3rd valves.  So the 

note                        can be played 24 and 123.  The 4th valve can also be  used for 

the combination 13.  So when you see this note                       it can be fingered 13 

or just 4. 

The 4th valve option is not available on any trumpet, which makes one more cool 

reason to switch from trumpet to tuba.  Don’t worry if  all of  this is a little confus- 

ing, we will discuss all of  the tuba fingerings later in this book. 

Geocities.com/CollegePark/Union/7926/tubacartoons.htm
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Differences between the 

Trumpet and Tuba 
Now would be a good time to discuss some of  the differences between the trumpet 

and tuba.  Although both are brass instruments, the embouchure of  the tuba needs 

to be carefully studied. 

The two basic concepts 
All of  the following concepts are from Stuart Turner and the Embou-Sure Method 

Book published by WIBC from Ashland, Oregon. Copyright 1987. 

Mr. Turner says that there are two concepts that should be studied prior to attempt- 

ing to produce a sound 

on the tuba.  The first is 

breathing.  Often teach- 

ers will ask students to 

use more breath support 

and blow from the dia- 

phragm.  Mr. Stuart says 

that this type of  concept 

is detrimental to what should actually happen.  The diaphram is a muscle located just 

below the lungs at approximately the place where the rib cage ends (see diagram).   If 

you were to tighten the diaphram it is nearly impossible to blow the large amount of 

air needed to play tuba.  Mr. Stewart quotes the great Arnold Jacobs, principal tubist 

with the famed Chicago Symphony, by saying “For tuba players, strength is our weak- 

ness!” 

Diagram from page 33 in the Embou-Sure Method Book.
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The second concept that should be studied is the placement of  the tongue.  One 

of  the biggest problems when trying to get a large amount of  air to pass between 

the lips is that the tongue may get set in the wrong position.  This position known 

as the “TEE” sound is caused by arching the tongue (example 1) inside the 

mouth.  This “TEE” sound creates a block of  the air 

that is needed to buzz the lips.  By saying 

“OH” (example 2) the tongue is put in a better posi- 

tion (down and flat) to let air pass through the lips. 

This is the ideal position for the tongue to be in for all 

ranges in tuba playing.  As a side note, when you are 

ready to start tonguing just add a “T” to the “OH”. 

Do not tongue through the lips.  The tip of  the 

tongue should hit behind the top of  the front teeth. 

Never act like you are spitting out a seed when tonguing.  This can lead to a thick 

sloppy attack. 

Forming the Embouchure 
First, form an “OH” sound with the visualizer on your lips (see picture below). 

Tongue in the arched position 
when saying “TEE” 

Tongue in the arched position 
when saying “OH” 

Ex. 1 

Ex. 2 

“OH” 
Sound
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Next, gradually form an “OO” sound from the “OH”.  This will set the lips in the 

correct position.  The third step is to grip a pen that is about 1/8 inches in diameter. 

This will make the lips tighten toward a center point and bring the corners of  the 

mouth to a firm set. 

“OO” 
Sound 

Grip a tube or 
a pen that is 
1/8”
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Mouthpiece Positioning 
The mouthpiece should be 2/3 upper and 1/3 lower if  possible.  Depending on the 

age and size of  the student, the mouthpiece might have to be evenly split between 

the upper and lower lip. 

The First Sound 
The first sound on tuba is made by taking in a deep breath and filling the lungs com- 

pletely full of  air.  Remember that to make a great sound on tuba, you need to have a 

large amount of  air.  When taking a deep breath the feeling will be that of  yawning. 

The tongue should be in the low flat position and not arched in any manner.  The 

inhalation and expulsion of  air is done with the tongue low and flat. Now, take a 

deep breath, form 

Mouthpiece 2/3 upper and 1/3 lower 

Mouthpiece half  on top and half 
on bottom



the embouchure, and blow as fast as you can.  You will sound a note.  At this 

point, it does not really matter what pitch you get, just as long as it is a good 

sounding note.  Most students will sound either Bflat  or an F 

just below the staff. 

The next sections will discuss possible problems if you are not able to produce the 

correct sound. 

Possible Problems 
One of the most common problems is the “No tone, rushing air sound”. 

There are two possible causes for this to happen.  First, the embouchure may not 

formed tight enough.  Second, the air stream may be restricted by having a raised 

tongue or the throat may be closed.  The remedy for each is to reform the embou 

chure (“OHOOSQUEEZE”) and grip the pretend tube more firmly.  Remember 

to always keep the tongue low and think “OH”. 

Cause: Lips spread, embouchure not tight enough 

Problem: No Tone,  Rushing Air



The next common problem is to have a thin, pinched sound.  This may be caused 

by not enough air 

passing between the 

lips and having the 

lips pinched together 

causing the embou 

chure to be too tight. 

To fix this problem, 

loosen the grip on the 

tube or pen and expel the air as fast as you can with the yawn type of feeling in 

your mouth. 

A gargled tone may be one 

of the problems experi 

enced when learning to 

play tuba. 

This also might be called a 

“split” tone.  This sound is 

caused by the lips folding 

over the teeth which 

causes a double vibra 

tion, and not having a 

tight enough grip on the 

“tube” which makes it 

hard to center the pitch. Cause # 2: Embouchure not tight enough 

Problem: Gargled tone 

Problem: Thin, pinched 

Cause: Embouchure too tight, lips pinched 

Problem: Gargled tone 

Cause# 1 lips folding over teeth
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One last problem you might encounter is a stopped sound or intense air.  Although 

less common, it is caused by extreme pinching of  the lips and not enough air passing 

between the lips.  To remedy this problem, loosen the grip of  the “tube” and do 

more of  the “OH-OO” forming of  the embouchure. 

General Embouchure Problems To Be Aware Of: 
1. Make sure the corners of  the mouth and not making a smile.  The corners are to 

be firm, but held in a natural position. 

2. Be careful of  the angle of  the mouthpiece to the lips.  The angle can vary from 

student to student because of  natural under and over bites. Be careful not to jut 

out your jaw to meet the mouthpiece. 

3. Try not to puff  your cheeks when you play your instrument.  You may have to do 

some puffing on extremely low notes, but in general keep the lips firmly around 

the “tube”. 

4. Do not pucker your lips when forming the embouchure. 

Problem: Stopped or intense air 

Cause: Lips pinched completely together
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Sound Produced Causes of Remedies 
Problem 

No tone, rushing air Embouchure not formed Re-form the embouchure "OH- 
tightly enough, lips spread OO-Squeeze the tube, grip 

Air stream restricted, closed tube more firmly 
throat, high tongue Emphasize the "OH" to open 
the throat, keep tongue down 

Thin, pinched tone Embouchure formed too Loosen the grip on the "tube" 
tightly, lips pinched 

Insufficient volume of air Review deep breath and fast 
passing between lips expulsion of  air 

Gargled tone Embouchure not formed Grip the "tube" more firmly 
tightly enough 

Lips folding over teeth Re-form the embouchure "OH- 
OO-Squeeze the tube, use ring 
check lip position 

Stopped or intense air Lips pinched completely De-emphasize gripping the 
together tube, re-form "OH-OO" 

Insufficient volume of air Review tongue position (OH) 
passing between lips and fast air 

Quick Guide Reference Sheet 

The above information was taken directly from the Embou-Sure book
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Reading Bass Clef 
The next major difference between playing trumpet and tuba is the different clefs 

used to read music.  Trumpet uses treble clef  and tuba uses bass clef.  Below is a 

chart that you should commit to memory as soon as possible.  It has the names of 

the lines and spaces in Bass Clef: 

E   F   G  A     B   C   D   E    F   G   A   B    C   D  E   F    G  A   B   C 

Now, practice by writing in the note names for the following notes: 

__  __  __  __   __  __  __  __   __  __  __  __  __  __  __  __   __  __  __  __ 

__  __  __  __   __  __  __  __  __  __  __  __   __  __  __  __  __  __  __  __ 

Notes in the bass clef  can have accidentals like the notes in the treble clef.  In the ex- 

ercise below, write in the correct notes.  Please note that all of  the accidentals occur 

on the left side of  the note.  See the example below: 

__  __  __  __   __  __  __  __   __  __  __  __    __  __  __  __   __  __  __  __
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Changing Pitches 
Now that you have practiced reading tuba notes and forming the embouchure it is 

now time to change pitches.  Depending on what note your were first able to pro- 

duce on the tuba, we will now try to play the next important pitch.  So, if  your first 

note was a concert F                ,  the next note you should try to play is a concert Bb. 

Why a concert Bb?  It is important that you start to understand the differ- 

ent feeling in the embouchure.  You also need to train your ear to hear the pitches. 

So, make a lip slur out of  these two notes: 

Next, use the chromatic fingerings that you know from trumpet and go down from 

the Bb. 

open 2             1             1 & 2           2 & 3          open 

It is important to feel and hear each pitch as you descend.  You should feel as if  you 

are relaxing the grip on the “tube” as the pitches go down.  Now, try to start on the 

F and ascend to the Bb: 

open 2 & 3 1 & 2 1 2 open 

Now let’s try some easy exercises and songs using these six notes:
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Easy to Hard Exercises 
for 

Tuba Switchers 
Play these exercise that use the notes Bb, A, Ab, G, Gb, and F.  Look out for the acci- 
dentals :) 

#1 

#2 

#3 

#4 

#5
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Now that we have the basic notes down, it is time to study the entire range of  the 
tuba. 

Tuba Fingering Chart




